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Abstract
In this paper, we prove an analogue of Beurling’s theorem for an arbitrary simply
connected nilpotent Lie group extending then earlier cases.
1. Introduction
It is a well-known fact in classical Fourier analysis that a function f and its Fourier




f (y)e2ixy dy, x 2 R,
cannot simultaneously decay very rapidly. As illustrations of this, one has Beurling’s
theorem, the Gelfand–Shilov theorem, the Cowling–Price theorem, Hardy’s theorem,
etc. (see [7], [9], [11], [17] and references therein). The Beurling’s theorem, for the
real line, can be stated as follows:






j f (x)j j Of (y)je2 jxyj dx dy < C1.
Then, f D 0 almost everywhere.
This result is actually generalized by Bonami et al. [1]:






j f (x)j j Of (y)j
(1C jx j C jyj)N e
2 jxyj dx dy < C1
implies f (x) D P(x)e t x2 , where t > 0 and P is polynomial function with deg P <
(N   1)=2.
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Considerable attention has been paid to prove analogues of previous theorems in
setup of non-commutative Lie groups. Specifically, analogue of Theorem 1.2 have been
established for semi-simple Lie groups (see [16]), for the n-dimensional Euclidean mo-
tion group (see [13]) and for Riemannian symmetric spaces (see [14]). The perfect
symmetry of conditions (1.1) and (1.2) is a serious obstacle in establishing analogues
of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 for an arbitrary nilpotent Lie groups. However, some
attempts to generalize these theorems to special classes of nilpotent Lie groups have al-
ready been made (see [2], [3] and [15]). The aim of this paper is to prove the follow-
ing analogue of Theorem 1.1 for an arbitrary connected and simply connected nilpotent
Lie group.
Theorem 1.3. Let G be a connected simply connected nilpotent Lie group. Let






j f (x)j kl ( f )kH S e2kxk klkjPf (l)j dx dl < C1.
Then, f D 0 almost everywhere.
Here W is a suitable cross-section for the generic coadjoint orbits in g, the vector
space dual of g. To prove our main result, we need to compute the Hilbert–Schmidt
norm and the matrix coefficients of the group Fourier transform l ( f ). The third sec-
tion of the paper is devoted to these computations. In Section 4 we present an explicit
proof of our main result. In Section 5 we indicate how the other uncertainty principles
follow from our main result.
2. Preliminaries and notations
In this section we are going to review some useful facts and notations for a nil-
potent Lie group. We refer the reader to [10] for details.
2.1. Coadjoint orbits. Let G D expg be a connected simply connected nilpotent
Lie group. Let g be the vector dual space of g. The Lie algebra g acts on g by the
adjoint representation adg, i.e.,
adg(X )Y D ad(X )Y D [X , Y ], 8X , Y 2 g.
The group G acts on g by the adjoint representation AdG , i.e.,
AdG(g)Y D Ad(g)Y D ead(X )Y , g D exp X 2 G, Y 2 g,
and on g by the coadjoint representation AdG , i.e.,
hAdG(g)l, Xi D hg  l, Xi D hl, AdG(g 1)Xi, g 2 G, l 2 g, X 2 g.
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The set G  l D fg  l, g 2 Gg DW Ol is called the coadjoint orbit of l. Let g(l) D
fX 2 g, hl, [X , g]i D f0gg be the stabilizer of l 2 g in g, it’s also the Lie algebra of
G(l) D fg 2 G, g  l D lg. For p  g, define p? D f f 2 g, f jp D 0g, the annihilator
of p in g. We say that the coadjoint orbit Ol of l 2 g is saturated with respect to
a one codimensional ideal g0 D Lie G0 in g, if g(l)  g0. In such case, we have that
G  l D G  l C g?0 and dim(G0  l0) D dim(G  l)   2, l0 D ljg0 .
2.2. Induced representations. The irreducible unitary representations of the
group G are obtained in the following way: Let l 2 g (dual of g) and let h D h(l)
be a polarization for l in g, i.e., a subalgebra h of maximal dimension such that:
l([h, h]) D 0.
So we can consider the unitary character l of H D exp h associated to l defined by:
l (exp X ) D e2ihl, Xi, X 2 h.
We consider the space:
K
l (G) D fF W G ! C, continuous and with compact support modulo H
such that W F(hg) D l (h)F(g), 8(g, h) 2 G  Hg.
If F is in K
l (G), the mapping g 7! jF(g)j2 belongs to Cc(H=G). This relation allows
us to define an L2-norm on K








where  is the unique G-invariant measure on H=G. The induced representation l D
l,h D IndGH l is defined by letting G act on the right on the completion L2(H=G, l )
of Cc(H=G) with respect to the norm k . k defined above, i.e.,
(IndGH l )(x)( )(y) D  (yx), 8x , y 2 G,  2 L2(H=G, l ).
2.3. The orbit theory. The induced representation l,h is irreducible and uni-
tary. Different polarizations for the same l give equivalent representations. In addition,
two different linear forms l an l 0 give equivalent representations if and only if they
belong to the same coadjoint orbit. Let g=G denote the orbit space with the quo-
tient topology and let OG denote the set of equivalence classes of unitary irreducible
representations of G. If OG is endowed with an appropriate topology (Fell topology),
then g=G and OG are homeomorphic under the map Ol 7! [l ], where [l ] denotes the
equivalent class of l (see [10] and [12]).
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2.4. The Plancherel formula. Let B D fX1, : : : , Xng be a strong Malcev basis
of g and g j D R-spanfX1, : : : , X j g. For l 2 g, Ol denotes the coadjoint orbit of l. An
index j 2 f1, : : : , ng is a jump index for l if
g(l)C g j ¤ g(l)C g j 1.
We let
e(l) D f j W j is a jump index for lg.
This set contains exactly dim(Ol ) indices, which is necessarily an even number. Even
more, there are two disjoint sets of indices S, T with S [ T D f1, : : : , ng, and a
G-invariant Zariski open set U of g (set of generic elements in the sense of Pukan-
szky) such that e(l) D S for all l 2 U . Define the Pfaffian Pf (l) of the skew-symmetric
matrix MS(l) D (l([X i , X j ]))i , j2S . Then, one has that
jPf (l)j2 D det MS(l).
Let VT D R-spanfXi I i 2 T g, VS D R-spanfXi I i 2 Sg and dl be the Lebesgue meas-
ure on VT such that the unit cube spanned by fXi I i 2 T g has volume 1. Then g D
VT  VS , VT meets U and W D U \ VT is a cross section for the coadjoint orbits
through points in U . So, every G-orbit in U related to a representation  meets W
in a single unique element. Furthermore, if dl is the Lebesgue measure on W , then
d D jPf (l)j dl is a Plancherel measure for OG. Let dg be the Haar measure on G,









kl(')k2H S d(l), ' 2 L1(G) \ L2(G)
where l (') D
R
G '(g)l (g) dg and kl(')kH S denotes the Hilbert–Schmidt norm
of l (').
2.5. Euclidean norms on nilpotent Lie groups. Let B D fX1, : : : , Xng be a
strong Malcev basis of g. We introduce a norm function on G by setting, for x D
exp(x1 X1 C    C xn Xn) 2 G, x j 2 R:
kxk D
q













x j X j
!
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is a diffeomorphism and maps the Lebesgue measure on Rn to the Haar measure on
G. In this setup, we shall identify g and G, as sets with Rn . We shall also identify g
with Rn via the map  D (1, : : : , n) 7!
Pn
jD1  j Xj . We consider the euclidean norm

















( 21 C    C  2n ) D kk.
REMARK 2.5.1. The condition (1.3) in Theorem 1.3, implies that: for any strong





j f (x)j kl ( f )kH S e2kxkB1klkB2 jPf (l)j dx dl < C1.
2.6. The generalized Minkowski inequality. We recall the generalized
Minkowski inequality for integrals. For r  1, for two measure spaces (X , ), (Y , )

















jF(x , y)jr d(x)
1=r
d(y).
3. Group Fourier transform
We consider two cases:
FIRST CASE: We suppose that g(l)  [g, g] for all l 2 U . Let B D fX1, : : : , Xng
be a strong Malcev basis of g passing through [g, g]. Let gi D R-spanfX1, : : : , X i g,
1  i  n. Then, all the general position orbits are saturated with respect to gn 1. So,
for l 2 U , the coadjoint orbit Ol of l is given by:
Ol D Ol C g
?
n 1  Ol jgn 1 C g
?
n 1.
Let’s define different stabilizers:
G(l) D exp g(l) D fg 2 G W Ad(g)(l) D lg,
gln 1 D fX 2 g W hl, [X , gn 1]i  0g,
Gln 1 D exp(gln 1) D fg 2 G W Ad(g)(l)jgn 1 D ljgn 1g.
Then, we have
Ol D fAd(g 1)(l) W g 2 G(l)=Gg
D fAd(g 1)(l)jgn 1 C q W g 2 Gln 1=G, q 2 g?n 1g.
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Furthermore, the map Gln 1=G  g?n 1 ! Ol : ( Pg, q) 7! Ad(g 1)(l)jgn 1 C q is a param-
etrization of the orbit Ol . We shall compute the Hilbert–Schmidt norm of the group
Fourier transform l ( f ). If f 2 L1(G)\ L2(G), then l ( f ) is a Hilbert–Schmidt oper-
ator and
(3.1) kl( f )k2H S D tr(l ( f  f )) D
Z
Ol
(( f  f ) Æ exp)^(q) dl(q),
where l is the unique G-invariant measure on Ol (up to a constant). Identifying g?n 1
with RXn . As the measure ds d Pg is G-invariant on Gln 1=G  R,
































f (exp(s Xn) exp Z ) f (exp( Z ) exp( s Xn) exp Y )
 e2ihAd










f (exp(s Xn) exp Z ) f (exp( Z ) exp Y exp( s Xn))
 e2ihAd
((g exp(s Xn )) 1)(l)jgn 1 ,Y i d Z ds dY d Pg.
Using the right invariance of the measure d Pg, we get that:
(3.2)









f (exp(s Xn) exp Z ) f (exp( Z ) exp Y exp( s Xn))
 e2ihAd
(g 1)(l)jgn 1 ,Y i d Z ds dY d Pg.
Remark that, the Lebesgue measure ds on g?n 1 and d Pg on Gln 1=G are normalized in
such a way that the equation (3.1) holds.
With respect to the basis B, we will let S D f j1 <    < jdg, T D ft1 <    < tr g
denote the collection of jump and non-jump indices respectively. As g(l)  [g, g] for
all l 2 U , we have jd D n and jd 1 D n   1. The index set S1 for Gn 1 is equal
to S n f j1, jdg. Furthermore, g(l) is a codimension one ideal in gn 1(ljgn 1 ) D fX 2
gn 1W hl, [X , gn 1]i  0g and [X j1 , gn 1] lies in kerl for all l 2 U . Finally, gn 1(ljgn 1 ) D
g(l)C RX j1 and Pf (l) D l([X j1 , Xn]) Pf (ljgn 1 ) (for more details, see [8]). Considering
the coadjoint action of G on g, we get parametrization of generic orbits in U . From
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Theorem 3.1.9 of [10], there is a diffeomorphism  W U \ VT  VS ! U such that the




with (l1, : : : , lr , 1, : : : , d ) 2 Rr  Rd , we have  (l, ) D
Pn
jD1 Pj (l, )Xj , where:
(i) The Pj are rational, non singular on U \ VT  Rd .
(ii) If j D ti , Pj (l, ) D li C R j (l1, : : : , li 1, 1, : : : , k) where k is the largest index
such that jk < ti . Moreover, P1(l, ) D l1.
(iii) Pji (l, ) D i , 1  i  d.
Let S0 D f j1, : : : , jd 1g, VS0 D R-spanfXi W i 2 S0g and U 0 D fljgn 1 W l 2 Ug, then gn 1 D
VT  VS0 . Since Pj (l, ), 1  j  n   1, does not depend on d , the map U \ VT 
VS0 ! U 0 W (l, 1, : : : , d 1) 7!  (l, 1, : : : , d 1, 0) is a diffeomorphism. We have the
following lemma:











( (l, ))j2 d D jP f (l)j
2





(Ad(g 1)(ljgn 1 ))j2 d Pg,
where d is the Lebesgue measure on VS0 .
Proof. Let
S0 D f1  i  n W gi 1 C gln 1 ¤ gi C gln 1g.
As gln 1 D gn 1(ljgn 1 ) we have
S0 D f1  i  n W gi 1 C gn 1(ljgn 1 ) ¤ gi C gn 1(ljgn 1 )g
D f1  i  n   1 W gi 1 C gn 1(ljgn 1 ) ¤ gi C gn 1(ljgn 1 )g [ f jdg
D S1 [ f jdg D f j2 <    < jdg.



















where C 0(l) D (l([X i , X j ]))(i , j)2S1S1 . From these computations one deduces that the
Jacobian determinant of the map G=Gln 1 ! flg  VS0 W Pg 7!   1(Ad(g)(ljgn 1 )) is
jdet(Ad(g)l([X i , X j ]))(i , j)2S0S0 j D jdet(l([X i , X j ]))(i , j)2S0S0 j











(Ad(g)(ljgn 1 ))j2 d Pg.





( (l, ))j2 d D jPf (l)j
2





(Ad(g)(ljgn 1 ))j2 d Pg,
which is the desired formula.
Thus from equation (3.2) and Lemma 3.1,
kl( f )k2H S
D










f (exp(s Xn) exp Z ) f (exp( Z ) exp Y exp( s Xn))
 e2ih (l,),Y i d Z ds dY d.
For q 2 gn 1, let q be the function defined on Gn 1 by:
q (exp X ) D e2ihq, Xi, X 2 gn 1.
Hence,
kl ( f )k2H S
D

















































dz ds dy d.





















Qi (z, y)X i
!
,
where, for 1  i  n   1, Qi (z, y) is a polynomial function depending on zi , : : : ,
zn 1, yi , : : : , yn 1. Furthermore, one can write
(3.3) Qi (z, y) D zi C yi C Q0i (zn 1, : : : , ziC1, yn 1, : : : , yiC1),
where Q0i is a polynomial function depending on ziC1,:::, zn 1, yiC1,:::, yn 1. Moreover,
Qn 1(z, y) D zn 1 C yn 1.
It results that,
kl ( f )k2H S
D


































jD1 Q j (z, y)Pj (l,)) dz ds dy d.
Recall that jd 1 D n   1, so in view of equations (3.3), (ii) and (iii),
kl( f )k2H S
D




































kD1(z jkCy jk )k)
 e2i((zn 1Cyn 1)d 1CA(z, y,l,)) dz ds dy d,
where A(z, y, l, ) is a real function depending on z2, : : : , zn 1, y2, : : : , yn 1, l1, : : : , zlr ,

















where, for 1  i  n 2, Hi (s, z) is a real polynomial function depending on zi , ::: , zn 1, s.
In addition, one can write
(3.4) Hi (s, z) D zi C H 0i (s, z),
where H 0i is a polynomial function depending only on the variables ziC1, : : : , zn 1, s.
It follows that,
kl ( f )k2H S
D












f (H1(s, z), : : : , Hn 2(s, z), zn 1, s)





kD1(z jkCy jk )k)
 e2i((zn 1Cyn 1)d 1CA(z, y,l,)) dz ds dy d,
where  y D ( y1, :::, yn 1). Then, by substituting Hi (s, z) for zi (respectively Hi (s, y)
for  yi ), by means of equation (3.4), 1  i  n   2, we get that:
kl ( f )k2H S
D

















kD1(z jkCy jk )k)
 e2i(A
0(s,z, y,l,)C(zn 1Cyn 1)d 1) dz ds dy d,
where A0(s, z, y, l, ) is a function depending only on the variables s, z2, : : : , zn 1,
y2, : : : , yn 1, l1, : : : , lr , 1, : : : , d 2. It results that,
kl( f )k2H S
D












f (z1, : : : , zn 2, zn 1   yn 1, s)





kD1(z jkCy jk )k)
 e2i(d 1zn 1CA0(s,z2,:::,zn 2,zn 1 yn 1, y,l,)) dz ds dy d
D












f (z1, : : : , zn 2, zn 1   yn 1, s)





kD1(z jkCy jk )k)
 e2id 1zn 1 dz ds dy d
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(by substituting d 1zn 1 C A0(s, z2, : : : , zn 2, zn 1   yn 1, y, l, ) for d 1zn 1).
Note that the Jacobian determinant of the previous substitution is equal to one,
since the real function A0(s, z2, : : : , zn 2, zn 1   yn 1, y, l, ) does not depend on d 1.
Now, by substituting zn 1   yn 1 for zn 1, we have
kl ( f )k2H S
D

















kD1(z jkCy jk )k)
 e2i(d 1(zn 1Cyn 1)) dz ds dy d,
and therefore
(3.5) kl ( f )k2H S D







Ofs(l, )j2 ds d,
where fs is the function defined on Gn 1 by:
fs(exp m) D f (exp(m C s Xn)), m 2 gn 1.
SECOND CASE: We suppose that g(l)  [g, g] for all l 2 U . Let B D fX1, : : : , Xng
be a strong Malcev basis of g passing through z(g) D R-spanfX1, : : : , Xag and through
z(g)C [g, g] D R-spanfX1, : : : , Xmg. Let g j D R-spanfX1, : : : , X j g, 1  j  n. For l in
W , let Ql j D ljg j and g j (Ql j ) D fX 2 g j W Ql j [X , g j ]  0g. Then, hl D
Pn
jD1 g j (Ql j ) is a po-
larizing subalgebra for l called Vergne’s polarization. We shall compute the matrix co-
efficients of l ( f ). For this we need to construct a weak Malcev basis Bl of g passing
through hl . We proceed as in [5]. Let fX1, : : : , Xag the first a vectors of the basis Bl .
For aC1  j  n, construct the j-th basis vectors as follows: if g j (Ql j )  g j 1(Ql j 1), set
si D j and call Xsi the i-th external basis vector. We note that Xsi is not in hl . Now,
if g j 1(Ql j 1)  g j (Ql j ), set tr D j . In this case, there is a vector in g j (Ql j ) of the form





where the coefficients wtr ,k(l) are rational functions depending on the components of
lj[g,g]. We may further triangularize this basis by assuming that:
Y lr D X tr C
X
si<tr
wtr ,si (l)Xsi ,
for a distinct indices t1, : : : , tb. Remark that, the set of l in g such that the rational
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functions wtr ,si are not singular is a Zariski open set. Furthermore,
fX1, : : : , Xa , Y l1, : : : , Y
l
b, Xs1 , : : : , Xscg
is a weak Malcev basis for g passing through hl D R-spanfX1, : : : , Xa , Y l1, : : : , Y lbg. In
fact, for each 1  r  b, the subspace R-spanfX1, ::: , Xa , Y l1, ::: , Y lr g is a subalgebra. On
the other hand, as gsi is an ideal, R-spanfX1, : : : , Xsi g D h
l
C gsi is also a subalgebra.
Now, we are going to calculate the action of the representation l,hl ' l . We
need some preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 3.2 (see [5]). The map  W Rc ! G given by:








is a cross-section for H n G, H D H (l) D exp hl .
Lemma 3.3. There exists r0 2 T such that Xr0  [g, g].
Proof. We have to treat two cases:
i) z(g)  [g, g]: it is easy to remark that there exists r0 2 f1, : : : , ag  T such that
Xr0  [g, g].
ii) z(g)  [g, g]: since g(l)  [g, g], there exists r0 > m such that




where the coefficients ck(l) are rational non singular functions on l. Then, for all  2 R,











ck(l)Xk C gr0 1 C g(l)  gr0 1 C g(l),
and so r0 2 T .
Let QT D f1, : : : , a, t1, : : : , tbg and QS D f1, : : : , ng n QT D fs1, : : : , scg. Then, T  QT
and QS  S. Using Lemma 3.3 and the Campbell–Baker–Hausdorff formula, we get the
following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.4. Let x D exp
 
Pn
iD1 xi X i

2 G and g D  (gs1 , : : : , gsc ) in the cross-
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where the polynomials Qk satisfy:
Qsi (x , y) D xsi C gsi C qsi (xsiC1, : : : , xn , gsiC1 , : : : , gsc ),
Qk(x , y) D xk C qk(xkC1, : : : , xn I gsi W si > k), if k 2 QT .
Moreover, qr0 (xr0C1, : : : , xn I gsi W si > r0) D 0 and Qr0 (x , y) D xr0 .














in cross-section of H n G. The product  has polynomial coordinates on i , si and










Psi (, , l) D si C psi (tr W tr > si I siC1 , : : : , sc I l),
Pk(, , l) D k C pk(i W i 2 QT and i > k I si W si > k I l), if k 2 QT n fr0g
and
Pr0 (, , l) D r0 .
For x D exp
 
Pn
iD1 xi X i

2 G and g D  (gs1 , : : : , gsc ) in the cross-section of H nG,














in cross-section of H n G such that gx D . Then for l 2W , the action of the repre-
sentation l is given by:
(3.6) l (x) (g) D  (gx) D  () D e2il(log ) (),  2 L2(Rc).
We need to calculate k and si in terms of the coordinates xk and gsi . In view of
Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, we obtain:
Qk(x , g) D Pk(, , l), for k D 1, : : : , n.
Use this to solve for  and . By triangular dependencies of the polynomials Qk
and Pk , there are functions Ak and Bsi (polynomial on xk , gk and rational on lj[g,g])
such that:
si (x , g, l) D xsi C gsi C Bsi (xsiC1, : : : , xn , gsiC1 , : : : , gsc , l),(3.7)
k(x , g, l) D xk C Ak(xkC1, : : : , xn I gsi W si > kI l), for k 2 QT n fr0g(3.8)
and
r0 (x , g, l) D xr0 .(3.9)
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It follows using equation (3.6) that:
l (x) (g) D e2i(
Pa
kD1 k (x ,g,l)l(Xk )C
Pb
kD1 tk (x ,g,l)l(Y lk ))
 (s1 (x , g, l), : : : , sc (x , g, l)).
Now, since QS  S,







D l(X tk ) D

0 if tk 2 QT n T ,
ltk if tk 2 T .
It results that,




 (s1 (x , g, l), : : : , sc (x , g, l)).
The next step consists in integrating the representation l . The matrix coefficients
of l ( f ) is given by: for  ,  2 Hl ,
hl( f ) , i D
Z
G






f (x)l (x) (g) N(g) dg dx .
Using equation (3.10),




f (x1, : : : , xn) (s1 (x , g, l), : : : , sc (x , g, l)) N(g)
 e
2i(xr0 lr0CPk2Tnfr0g k (x ,g,l)lk) dg dx .
Now, by substituting k(x , g, l) for xk , k 2 T n fr0g, using equation (3.8),






k2T lk xk) f (R1(x , g, l), : : : , Rn(x , g, l))
  (Ds1 (x , g, l), : : : , Dsc (x , g, l)) N(g) dg dx ,
where
Dsi (x , g, l) D xsi C gsi C dsi (xsiC1, : : : , xn , gsiC1 , : : : , gsc , l)
(dsi is a polynomial function on xsiC1, : : : , xn , gsiC1 , : : : , gsc and a rational function
on lj[g,g]),
Rk(x , g, l) D xk , if k 2 S [ fr0g
and
(3.11) Rk(x , g, l) D xk   Ak(xkC1, : : : , xn I gsi W si > k I l), if k 2 T n fr0g.
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Let  









2i(Pk2Tnfr0g lk xk) f (R1(x , g, l), : : : , Rn(x , g, l))
  (Ds1 (x , g, l), : : : , Dsc (x , g, l)) N(g) dg dx1    dxr0 1 dxr0C1    dxn ,
for fixed lk 2 R, k 2 T n fr0g. Then obviously
(3.13) hl ( f ) , i D O  ,(lr0 ).
Lemma 3.6. If  and  are part of an orthonormal basis for L2(Rc), then the
function  















j f (x1, : : : , xn) (s1 (x , g, l), : : : , sc (x , g, l)) N(g)j dg dx









j f (x1, : : : , xn) (s1 (x , g, l), : : : , sc (x , g, l))j2 dg
1=2
dx
D kk2 kk2 k f k1
(by substituting si (x , g, l) for gsi , using equation (3.7)). It remains to show that   , 2
L2(R). We will show that O 
 , 2 L2(R). Using Plancherel formula, we get that:
Z
W
jhl( f ) , ij2 jPf (l)j dl 
Z
W
kl( f )k2H S jPf (l)j dl
D k f k22 < C1.






 ,(lr0 )j2 dlr0 D
Z
R
jhl( f ) , ij2 dlr0 < C1,
for almost all lk 2 R, k 2 T n fr0g. Hence, O  , 2 L2(R) and so   , 2 L2(R).
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4. Proof of the Theorem
We begin this section by proving a mild generalization of Theorem 1.1.





j f (x)j j Of (y)j jP(y)je2 jxyj dx dy < C1,
where  is positive number and P is a polynomial function. Then, f D 0 almost
everywhere.
Proof. First of all, we mention that the hypothesis implies obviously that f be-
longs to L1(R) \ L2(R). Hence, Of is continuous. We can choose  > 0 such that






j f (x)j j Of (y)je2 jxyj dx dy < C1.
On the other hand, for y 2 [ , ], let
 (y, x) D j f (x)j j Of (y)je2 jxyj.
The function  is continuous on y, in addition
j (y, x)j  Cj f (x)je2 jxy0j,
for some positive constant and y0 2 ], C1[ chosen by (4.1) such that
Z
R
j f (x)je2 jxy0j dx < C1.





j f (x)j j Of (y)je2 jxyj dx dy < C1.
Therefore, f satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 and hence f D 0 almost everywhere.
Now, we are going to prove our main result. The mechanism of our proof basically
consists in bringing the study of the function f defined on the group G to the study of
new function defined on R satisfying an equivalent condition. We consider two cases:
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FIRST CASE: We suppose that g(l)  [g, g] for all l 2 W . From equation (3.5),
we have


















Ofs(l, )j2 d ds
1=2
e2kxk klkjl([X j1 , Xn])j1=2 dx dl.














































Ofs(l, )je2 jx1l1jjl([X j1 , Xn])j1=2 dx dl < C1,



























Ofs(l, )je2 jx1l1jjl([X j1 , Xn])j1=2 dx1    dxn 1 dl < C1,






































Ofs(l, )je2 jx1l1jjl([X j1 , Xn])j1=2 dx1    dxn 1 dl < C1,



























Ofs(l, )je2 jx1l1jjl([X j1 , Xn])j1=2 dx1    dxn 1 dl1 < C1,
for almost all s 2 R,  2 VS0 and li 2 R, i D 2, : : : , r .


















kD1 x jk k) dx2    dxn 1,
for almost all s 2 R,  2 VS0 and li 2 R, i D 2, : : : , r . Then,
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a) Fs 2 L2(R), for almost all s 2 R.
b) The function Fs is zero almost everywhere if and only if the function fs is.
Proof. An easy computation shows that Fs 2 L1(R) and OFs(l1) D Ofs(l, ). As fs 2















Ofs(l, )j2 dl1 < C1,
for almost all li 2 R, i D 2, : : : , r and  2 VS0 . Hence, OFs 2 L2(R) and then Fs 2 L2(R).
On the other hand, it is easy to see that b) follows from the definition of the func-

































Ofs(l, )je2 jx1l1jjl([X j1 , Xn])j1=2 dx1    dxn 1 dl1
which is finite by (4.2). Hence by Theorem 4.1, Fs D 0 almost everywhere. Then,
fs D 0 almost everywhere and so f D 0 almost everywhere.
SECOND CASE: We suppose that g(l)  [g, g] for all l 2W . Let fi g be an ortho-















j f (x1, : : : , xn) O  j ,k (lr0 )je2kxk klkjPf (l)j dx dl.






j f (x1, : : : , xn) O  j ,k (lr0 )je2kxk klk dx dlr0 < C1,







j f (x1, : : : , xn) O  j ,k (lr0 )je2 jxr0 lr0 j dx dlr0 < C1,
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j f (R1(x , g, l), : : : , Rn(x , g, l)) j (Ds1 (x , g, l), : : : , Dsc (x , g, l)) Nk(g) O  j ,k (lr0 )j
 e2 jxr0 lr0 j dg dx dlr0







j f (x1, : : : , xn) j (s1 (x , g, l), : : : , sc (x , g, l)) Nk(g) O  j ,k (lr0 )j
 e2 jxr0 lr0 j dg dx dlr0



















 j f (x1, : : : , xn) O  j ,k (lr0 )je2 jxr0 lr0 j dx dlr0






j f (x1, : : : , xn) O  j ,k (lr0 )je2 jxr0 lr0 j dx dlr0
which is finite by (4.4). Using Beurling’s theorem on R we obtain  
 j ,k (xr0 ) D 0 for
almost every lk , k 2 T n fr0g. It follows that, for all j , k 2 N, hl ( f ) j , ki D 0
and then kl ( f )kH S D 0. Finally, the Plancherel formula gives us that f D 0 almost
everywhere.
5. Consequences of Beurling’s theorem
We have already mentioned that our theorem implies some other uncertainty prin-
ciples. First we recall the most important results obtained for an arbitrary nilpotent
Lie group. Recently, Kaniuth and Kumar [6] proved the analogue version of Hardy’s
theorem for nilpotent Lie groups. They proved the following:
Theorem 5.1 (Hardy type). Let G be a connected simply connected nilpotent Lie
group and f be a measurable function on G such that:
(i) j f (x)j  ce akxk2 ,
(ii) kl ( f )kH S  ce bklk2 for all l 2W .
Then f D 0 almost everywhere if ab > 1.
This theorem was generalized later by A. Baklouti and N. Ben Salah [4]:
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Theorem 5.2 (Cowling–Price type). Let G be a connected simply connected nil-
potent Lie group and f be a measurable function on G. Let 2  p, q  C1, and










kl ( f )kqH S jP f (l)j dl < C1.
Then f D 0 almost everywhere if ab > 1.
Note this result is proved for any nilpotent Lie group with the restriction 2  p, q 
C1. We can have the analogue version of the Cowling–Price theorem with the orig-
inal condition 1  p, q  C1, as a consequence of Theorem 1.3. In fact, let f be
a measurable function on G which satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.2.
Then we can choose 0 < a0 < a such that a0b > 1. We have ea0kxk2 f 2 L1(G). Let
































kl ( f )kH S jPf (l)j dl < C1.
So f satisfies the Beurling condition and then f D 0 almost everywhere by Theorem 1.3.
Another consequence of Theorem 1.3 is the following analogue version of the
Gelfand–Shilov theorem: If f 2 L2(G) satisfies the conditions:
(i) RG j f (x)je2a
p
kxkp=p dx < C1,
(ii) R
W
kl( f )kH S e2bqklkq=q jPf (l)j dl < C1,
where 1 < p < C1, 1=p C 1=q D 1.







and the previous conditions (i) and (ii) imply the condition of Theorem 1.3.
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